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 The lily, client and measure of Bruno Taut’s 
Glashaus 
David Nielsen and Anoma Kumarasuriyar 
 
A current issue in architectural scholarship is the rethinking of the origins of 
Modernism. As a formative exemplar of early architectural Modernism, Bruno 
Taut’s seminal exhibition pavilion, the Glashaus (1914) [1] is understandably part of 
this debate. In 1959, Reyner Banham in his article, ‘The Glass Paradise’ suggested 
that it would be appropriate to investigate the origins of the Glashaus, as it was both 
vastly dissimilar to and exceeded any of Taut’s previous designs.1 In an effort to 
answer this question, Banham subsequently introduced the unique role played by 
the Bohemian poet Paul Scheerbart in the design of the Glashaus. As a result of 
Banham’s inference, Rosemarie Haag Bletter systematically explored the 
Taut/Scheerbart relationship in ‘Bruno Taut and Paul Scheerbart's Vision: Utopian 
Aspects of German Expressionist Architecture’ in 1973.2 Thus, as a result of the work 
by Banham, Haag Bletter and others, Paul Scheerbart is now accepted as a vital 
contributor to the design of the Glashaus.  
However, more recent scholarship has placed this relationship in doubt. In 
1995 Manfred Speidel minimised Paul Scheerbart’s contribution to the Glashaus by 
emphasising that Scheerbart only met Taut a few months before its construction, and 
only after Taut had finished his preliminary sketches.3 Kurt Junghanns had gone 
further in 1983 and asserted that the Glashaus design was complete before Taut and 
Scheerbart ever met.4 The preliminary result of this debate is that Scheerbart’s role, 
while important, appears to have been overstated. Thus, the work of Junghanns and 
Speidel has resulted in the re-emergence of Banham’s original question: what were 
the origins of the Glashaus?  
In 2005 Kai Gutschow attempted to answer this question in ‘The Culture of 
Criticism: Adolf Behne and the Development of Modern Architecture in Germany, 
1910–1914’.5 In this work, Gutschow established the significant contribution that 
Adolf Behne made to the Glashaus; and in doing so proposed that the Glashaus was a 
collaborative endeavour, not only between Bruno Taut and Paul Scheerbart, but also 
Adolf Behne. Furthermore, Gutschow argued that the inclusion of Adolf Behne was 
problematic because Behne essentially ‘fabricated’ the Expressionist link to the 
Glashaus. Thus, it was through Behne’s involvement with the Glashaus that the 
enduring link with Expressionism was created. It was not Taut, but Behne, who 
initially labelled the Glashaus as Expressionist. Gutschow’s research concludes that 
because of Behne’s ulterior Expressionist motives, the authentic origins of the 
Glashaus are still not fully established.  
If Scheerbart’s role has been overstated and the Expressionist connotations of 
the Glashaus are questionable then Banham’s original question is still as relevant as 
ever. It is therefore still valid to seek the origins of the Glashaus.  
 
Proposing the origins of the Glashaus 
The debate surrounding the Glashaus has largely ignored the role of its architect, 
Bruno Taut. This could be because Taut wrote very little before and during the 
construction of the Glashaus; and the little Taut did write is often vague and 
occasionally retrospective. However, four articles written by him before the opening 
of the Glashaus could be argued as leaving clues to the origins of the Glashaus. The 
first two of these articles, ‘Natur und Kunst’ (‘Nature and Art’) and ‘Natur und 
Baukunst’ (‘Nature and Architecture’) were written in 1904.  The other two ‘Eine 
Notwendigkeit’ (‘A Necessity’) and ‘Glashaus: Werkbund-Ausstellung Köln 1914, 
Führer zur Eröffnung des Glashauses’ (‘Glashaus: Werkbund Exhibition Cologne 
1914: A Guide to the Opening of the Glashaus’) were written a decade later in 1914.6 
A closer investigation of the two articles Taut wrote in 1904 reveals that he had 
an interest in how nature was a source of inspiration for architecture. For Taut, this 
inspiration was evident in how the nave of the Gothic cathedral found its inspiration 
in the forest; both were essentially the same in their spatial arrangement and differed 
only in their detail. Thus, the Gothic’s pointed arches and vaulting were not directly 
imitating the branches and canopy of the forest; rather they were an independent, 
creative, and natural architecture that was achieved through the architect’s 
autonomous ability to imagine space. 
In his two writings of 1914, Taut further evolved his thinking. In these later 
articles, Taut stressed the fundamental importance of collaboration between artists 
and industry in the achievement of architecture. While ‘Eine Notwendigkeit’ can be 
seen as a provocation toward this ideal and which proposed Gothic society, its 
architecture and collaboration as the idealised exemplar; ‘Glashaus: Werkbund-
Ausstellung Köln 1914, Führer zur Eröffnung des Glashauses’ can be understood as 
the physical realisation of ‘Eine Notwendigkeit’ using the medium of the Glashaus. 
‘Glashaus: Werkbund-Ausstellung Köln 1914, Führer zur Eröffnung des Glashauses’ 
does, however, make a radical departure from ‘Eine Notwendigkeit’ by emphasising 
the role played by commercial companies in the realisation of the Glashaus; in 
particular the role of its client, the Deutsche Luxfer Prismen Syndikat, was identified 
as very important. 
As such, it is clear that within Taut’s writings the origins of the Glashaus could 
be the precedents offered by nature, its client’s interests and the Gothic. 
 
The Victoria regia lily 
To clarify Taut’s intended interpretation of nature and the first of the precedents 
identified here, we again begin with his writings; albeit one of his retrospective texts. 
In 1920, Taut wrote a film script entitled ‘Die Galoschen des Glücks’ (‘The Lucky 
Shoes’) which can be considered a historical retrospective of Taut’s life, influences 
and thinking.7 ‘Die Galoschen des Glücks’ contained the following paragraph:  
The man leads the youth into a wondrous chamber. Here there are many 
strange growths, great floating leaves (like Victoria regia) and many others. 
The man takes a curious rod, tickles the growths with its point, and out of the 
leaves grow houses, yes houses, as sparkling and dreamlike as his own, like 
opalescent domes, butterfly-wing buildings.8 
In this paragraph, Taut linked the origins of the Glashaus to the ‘great floating leaves’ 
of the ‘Victoria regia’.   
Victoria regia (known today as Victoria amazonica) is a large water lily native to 
South America [2]. In 1849, Joseph Paxton was the first to successfully cultivate and 
bloom the Victoria regia outside South America. After its first blooming, the lily was 
named in honour of Queen Victoria. The Victoria regia caused a sensation in both 
Britain and on the European mainland and resulted in nations and personalities 
competing for the prestige of cultivating and blooming the lily. This feat was 
accomplished in unique glasshouses specifically constructed for the lily’s particular 
botanic requirements. Based on either a square, circular or octagonal plan, a Victoria 
regia glasshouse was essentially a glass shell that surrounded a heated, central pool 
for cultivation of the lily.9  
Victoria regia first bloomed in Continental Europe in a spherically planned 
glasshouse in Belgium, 1850.10 After numerous subsequent British and European 
bloomings, the Berlin Botanical Gardens at Schöneberg constructed an octagonal 
planned Victoria regia glasshouse in 1883.11 In the last decade of the nineteenth 
century, the Berlin Botanical Gardens was relocated to a new site in Dahlem. 
Consequently in the summer of 1910, the first Dahlem Victoria regia bloomed in a 
newly constructed glasshouse.12 
 
Comparing Victoria regia glasshouses to the Glashaus 
Taut returned to Berlin in 1908 to pursue further studies at the Technische 
Hochschule in Berlin-Charlottenburg, and later opened his own Berlin office in 
1909.13 Taut’s Berlin offices, which he shared with Franz Hoffmann, were first 
located in Linkstraße, and later in Potsdamer Straße.14 Both were within seven to 
eight kilometres of the Berlin Botanical Gardens, Dahlem. Furthermore, these 
locations were also a mere three kilometres from the site of the first blooming of 
Victoria regia in Berlin and one to two kilometres from the Berlin Botanical Gardens, 
Schöneberg.  Thus, it is proposed that when Taut returned to Berlin in 1908 he was 
aware of the Victoria regia and its glasshouses.  
When the plan of the Glashaus [3] is compared with the circular/octagonal 
planned Victoria regia glasshouses, similarities become apparent. The overall forms 
of the buildings are similar and both plans were based on regular polygon/circular 
arrangements, and both had a deeper, central ‘pool’ to their designs. They were both 
stand-alone pavilion-type buildings, with low squat solid bases that contained the 
pools and mechanical equipment. Both had a prominent entrance and glazed curved 
domes which sprang from the base. Furthermore, both had a ‘lantern’ or 
‘accumulated apex’ at the top of the dome. It is possible, however, that these 
similarities are only circumstantial.  
Further similarities between the Glashaus and the Victoria regia glasshouse at the 
Berlin Botanical Gardens, Dahlem, suggest however that Taut was directly 
influenced by it in his design. The Dahlem Glashaus has seven distinct portions to its 
outer half-circle plan. In contrast the Glashaus had exactly twice this number and so 
formed a ‘full’ fourteen-sided plan. This comparison is made more tangible when the 
plan of the Glashaus is overlaid onto the Dahlem Victoria regia glasshouse. It then 
becomes evident that the proportions of both are strikingly similar, and that both 
were planned as a series of concentric circles. Furthermore, the two semi-circular 
staircases that led from the lower levels and ascended to the upper terrace of the 
Victoria regia glasshouse at the Berlin Botanical Gardens, are very similar to the 
interior staircases of the Glashaus. The positions of the columns supporting the 
Glashaus dome align with the positioning of the riser strings of the Victoria regia 
glasshouse. Furthermore, the width of the interior stairs of the Glashaus aligns 
uncannily with the width of the upper terrace of the Victoria regia glasshouse. This 
alignment of proportion is again repeated in the highest portion of the cascade in the 
Glashaus and the width of the central pool in the Victoria regia glasshouse. 
To enter the Dahlem Victoria regia glasshouse, a visitor could proceed from 
either the lower gardens or from the main palm house [4]. This entailed either 
entering the darker grotto-like lower floor (if entering from the lower gardens), or 
going down a flight of stairs and then across a brightly lit double-volume space (if 
entering from the main palm house). These two routes then converged at a central 
point that proceeded upward, originally via a set of curving stairs, to a Sumpfpflanzen 
(Swampland) glasshouse with a glazed dome above. This route is once again 
distinctly similar to that of the Glashaus, in that the visitor proceeded up an initial 
flight of stairs contained in the base and then entered the building by climbing the 
semi-circular stairs that led to the brightly lit dome area above. From here the visitor 
progressed downward using a different set of semi-circular stairs into the darker 
cascade room. Following the cascade, the visitor was then directed into the shadowy, 
more constricted and linear kaleidoscope room, which eventually led to the exit. 
Today, the original Sumpfpflanzen glasshouse of the Berlin Botanical Gardens has 
been replaced by a flat roofed concrete reception hall, and the spiral staircases have 
been replaced by a lift. The original Sumpfpflanzen glasshouse had at its centre an 
oculus, which illuminated the Brunnensaal (Fountain hall) below. The light from the 
oculus was directed downward through a small colonnaded structure toward a 
small circular fountain at the centre of the Brunnensaal’s floor. This original 
arrangement is strikingly similar to the Glashaus.  
It is consequently clear that the partial origins of the Glashaus can be found in 
the precedents offered generally by Victoria regia glasshouses, while specifically, the 
example at Dahlem could be proposed as important. 
 
Comparing the Victoria regia lily to the Glashaus 
The analogies between the Glashaus and Victoria regia are not only evident in the 
glasshouses that were built for it; they are also evident in the lily’s botanical 
characteristics.  Once again, Taut provides another link between the Victoria regia 
and the Glashaus in ‘Die Galoschen des Glücks’: 
Glow worms suddenly appear and come nearer. Seen from above they are 
illuminated glass domes. One unfolds and turns into an architectural flower, 
with a moving light at its base. We seem to fly inside. At the bottom of the 
flower, the shoe library of the Child of Fortune. He is surrounded by box-like 
compartments [...] He opens the compartments and examines the shoes [...] 
On a glass table in the middle of the room stand the two pairs of lucky shoes 
[...] Satisfied, he takes them in his small hands and flies out of his blossom-
house.15 
Victoria regia is most renowned for its massive leaves and gigantic flowers. Startling 
similarities are evident when comparing the flower of Victoria regia to the 
‘architectural flower’ described above. Victoria regia is pollinated by scarab beetles 
that fly into the flower and are captured by the flower, only to be released after a 
twenty-four-hour period. Could Taut’s ‘glow worms’ refer to Victoria regia’s beetles? 
The flowers of Victoria regia are initially a brilliant white, but slowly metamorphose 
into a pinkish colour over a twenty-four-hour period. They are divided into two 
distinct portions, namely an upper, open portion mainly comprising the petals and a 
lower, enclosed space that contains the reproductive organs. The upper portion of 
the flower is comparable to the dome of the Glashaus because the ‘geometry’ of the 
upper portion of Victoria regia flower looks remarkably like the geometry of the 
Glashaus dome. Furthermore, the lower portion of the flower, separated by an oculus 
from the upper portion, can be compared to the cascade room of Taut’s Glashaus 
which was also separated from the dome room above by an oculus. The lower 
portion of the Victoria regia flower contains the reproductive organs and appears as 
highly ‘compartmentalised’. This is comparable to the ‘box-like compartments’ of the 
‘shoe library’ in Taut’s text. Similarly, the ‘table at the centre of the room’ could be 
the oculus that was at the centre of the Glashaus. Additionally, the ‘moving light’ at 
the base of the ‘architectural flower’ could well be the glass spheres that surrounded 
the base of the Glashaus. Thus, Taut’s reference to ‘architectural flower’ and 
‘blossom-house’ makes an implicit connection between his Glashaus and the Victoria 
regia and adds to the evidence that the Victoria regia lily and the glass structures that 
housed it were  important precedents for Taut’s Glashaus design.  
 
The Luxfer Prism Company and its glazed exhibition architecture 
A second significant and unrecognised factor in the design of the Glashaus was the 
interests of its client. In keeping with its desire to associate with progressive 
architects, the German branch of the Luxfer Prism Company chose Bruno Taut to 
design their Glashaus pavilion at the Cologne Werkbund Exhibition of 1914. The 
Deutsche Luxfer Prismen Syndikat initiated, majority funded, donated the building 
materials, and supplied many of the exhibits for the Glashaus.16  
As a significant participant in trade fairs and international expositions, the 
Luxfer Prism Company gradually and methodically refined a distinct prototype for 
its exhibition pavilion buildings in order to best showcase its products. The Glashaus 
was arguably the ultimate example of this prototype. It could be considered as the 
continuation of a long tradition of glazed exhibition architecture, stretching back to 
the mid-nineteenth century. This line of reasoning suggests that certain buildings at 
the World’s Fairs of 1893 in Chicago and 1900 contributed directly to the Luxfer 
prototype and to the design of the Glashaus.  While links between the Cologne 
exhibition and amusement-park architecture have been explored by Angelika 
Thiekotter, she only partially exposed the importance of the World’s Fairs in the 
origins of the Glashaus.17 In fact there appears to have been an uncanny convergence 
between the two seminal World’s Fairs and the Luxfer companies. 
 By 1898 the Luxfer Prism Company, with headquarters in Chicago, was 
extremely successful, having created nearly 1500 installations in almost 100 cities 
across the United States of America. In an effort to increase their market share, the 
Luxfer Prism Company established a number of foreign branches in locations 
including London, Berlin, Paris, Lyons, Brussels, Vienna and Budapest. By this time 
there was a long-standing American and European tradition of glass manufacturers 
exhibiting their products at trade fairs and public exhibitions.18 The ‘glass pavilions’ 
built for these exhibitions formed a unique building style, that owed much of its 
effect to the particular details of the products used. Furthermore, many of these 
‘glass pavilions’ followed an established programme of glazed domes, staircases, 
and at times a central fountain.19  
Banham, in the ‘The Glass Paradise’, proposed that the Glashaus was a 
pavilion exclusively dedicated to the wonder of glass. However, Taut was more 
explicit by stating that the Glashaus owed much of its magical effect to the products 
of the Deutsche Luxfer Prismen Syndikat, and that its task was to be a pure 
exhibition building.20 The significance of the company who commissioned the 
Glashaus and the designs for glass pavilions by other glass companies in the seminal 
World’s Fairs that preceded it need further exploration in our understanding of 
Taut’s design.   
 
Glass architecture at Chicago’s Columbian World’s Exhibition of 1893 
At the end of the nineteenth century, the seminal event that shaped the wider 
American and specifically Chicago’s sentiment was the World’s Colombian 
Exposition. At this exhibition numerous buildings were constructed that employed 
glass as both material and effect.  
The Moorish Palace of the Columbian Exhibition was located on the eastern 
end of the Midway Plaisance near the Ferris wheel. It contained a garden of palms, a 
chamber of horrors, a labyrinth, a room of mirrors, a waxwork show, and a theatre 
of optical illusions.21 Designed by the German émigré architect August Fiedler, the 
palm garden was surrounded by a continuous labyrinth and was one of the leading 
attractions of the Midway. Modelled on the Alhambra Palace in Granada, Spain, the 
gardens presented an illusion of boundless space created through the clever use of 
mirrors.22 Once visitors had exited the ‘Magic Maze’, they next gazed into a 
‘bottomless well’. From there, visitors would then step over a ledge of rock and into 
a cave. As a contemporary writer observed, ‘The walls of the cave glitter like so 
many diamonds, and as you turn your eyes upward the sight of a group of devils 
makes you start. There, in a hole in the rocks above, a lot of red imps are staring at 
you.’23 Yet the palm garden and its labyrinth were in fact an optical illusion 
contained in a maze that was created through the use of mirrors; this was designed 
by Gustav Castan, owner of the Panopticon attraction in Berlin, which opened in 
1873.24 Next was a flight of ascending stairs leading to a ‘gigantic kaleidoscope’ 
where the visitor experienced the sensation of being surrounded by a ‘thousand 
people’. From this point, the visitor then progressed upward via a broad staircase to 
the upper floor of the Moorish Palace.25  
The Colombian Exposition’s Horticulture Building was designed by the 
prominent Chicago architect William Le Baron Jenney and featured an imposing 
glazed dome 114 feet high and 187 feet in diameter. Beneath the dome stood a 
‘miniature tropical mountain’ with an extensive cave at its base. Several cascades ran 
down the sides of the mountain, described as sparkling water that leapt from rock to 
rock beneath the foliage of tree ferns, palms and other tropical vegetation. The entire 
cave below the mountain was constructed of stalagmites, stalactites and quartz 
crystals. With the aid of electric lighting, the final effect was described as both 
pleasing and dazzling.26 
Botanic glasshouses were also located to the west of the Horticulture 
Building. Among them were two unique pavilions erected by Gustav Falconnier and 
these employed his patented blown Glass Building Blocks that were first patented in 
France in 1886 and in the United States in 1889.27 
 
Glass architecture at Paris’s World’s Fair of 1900 
Examples of magical optical effects achieved with glass, water, as well as electricity 
were also showcased at the Paris World’s Fair in 1900. A prime example was the 
Château d’eau, located on the main north/south axis running from the Trocadero to 
the Eiffel Tower and in front of the northern facade of the Electricity Building. The 
grand Château d’eau was set-back into a large, curved ornate niche, with a grotto 
positioned below. The Château d’eau was essentially a huge fountain with water 
cascading into a number of successively lower basins and finally into a large pool. 
The main fountain at the head of the cascade was placed on an upper terrace that led 
directly into the Electricity Building and downward to a lower terrace. A staircase, in 
a grotto below the fountain, joined the lower and upper terraces. Visitors traversing 
this inner staircase could pause and experience views of the exhibition grounds 
through a sheet of falling water from the fountain above the terrace.28 The entire 
cascade was artificially lit with electric lighting at night, creating a ‘watery house of 
polychrome illumination’ according to one observer.29 In addition, a statue 
representing the Triumph of Electricity, riding a chariot pulled by Pegasus and a 
dragon, stood at the apex of the secondary facade of the Château d’eau. Behind the 
statue was a large star, 39 feet in diameter, with hundreds of shining lights. The 
statue was cast in zinc and embossed with opalescent glass mosaics. During the day, 
the statue glittered like a lacework of glass and steel in the sunlight, while at night it 
created the fiery impression of changeable lighting effects.30 Observers described the 
Château d’eau as a fairy-land of light and beauty, ‘beautiful beyond expression’.31 
Other immersive glass structures at the Paris World’s Fair of 1900 included 
the Salle des Glaces (Hall of Mirrors) which boasted a domed roof, modelled after the 
Sala de las dos Hermanas at the Alhambra Palace in Granada, Spain. At 69 feet high 
and with a maximum diameter of 87 feet, the Salle des Glaces was larger than its 
Islamic model. The underside of the dome was covered with rows of copper-clad 
stalactites, geometric accent lines and star motifs. At the apex, a hexagonal oculus 
provided ventilation. Lighting was also achieved by approximately 3000 electric 
lights in red, yellow, white and green, placed throughout its interior. The interior of 
the arched walls of the Salle des Glaces was decorated with mirrors. The mirrors, the 
hexagonal plan and the electric lighting created a kaleidoscopic effect, with each 
element functioning independently through a system of switches. At any given time, 
1000 people could be accommodated. Once the required number of visitors had 
entered the chamber, the access doors were closed and the curtains were drawn. 
After an electric bell had sounded, a series of bright flashing effects illuminated the 
chandeliers, stars, arches and mirrors, reaching a crescendo when all the lights were 
turned on simultaneously; an event that ultimately led to applause from the 
astounded audience. In excess of 20,000 people experienced the Salle des Glaces per 
day, with special visits arranged for dignitaries that included the French President.32 
The effect of the dome was described as ‘metallic lacework’ that resembled an 
‘extravagant sumptuous factory rather than an exhibition palace’.33 
Visitors to the 1900 Paris World’s Fair could also experience the remarkable 
Palais Lumineux [5]. This structure was located in the main exhibition grounds, to the 
east of the Eiffel Tower. The Palais Lumineux was described as one of the greatest 
works of stained glass, glassware and mirrors ever created. The flamboyant Rococo 
styled pavilion was built entirely of glass, with a metal supporting structure. The 
visitor reached the Palais Lumineux by two internally lit, glass staircases whose walls 
were adorned with marine shell motifs. A large portico with twisted columns and 
golden capitals marked the pavilion’s entrance facade, while the rear facade featured 
a coloured-glass rotunda constructed from glass blocks. Above the roof, a statue of 
an ‘Indian’ held a glittering golden globe. The interior vault was covered in 
translucent pale yellow opal enamel. The floor was a transparent shimmering 
‘carpet’, and the curtains that covered the arched doorways were made from cut 
glass beads and adorned with sun motifs. Below the pavilion was an underground 
cave, adorned with glass stalactites, which accommodated a number of 
glassblowers. As the designer died before the work was completed, several 
companies, including Saint Gobain and Legras, provided the glass blocks to realise 
the final effect.34  
 
Chicago, Paris and the Glashaus 
A simple comparison between the Glashaus and the exemplars described in Chicago 
and Paris reveals their similarities. In Chicago, the Horticulture Hall with its central 
dome below which sat the miniature tropical mountain with its Crystal Cave, and 
the Moorish Palace with its ‘Magic Maze’, ‘bottomless well’ and glittering cave 
offered an astounding similar arrangement to the Glashaus. In Paris, the Château d’eau 
with its large fountain, set-back into a large curved ornate niche and grotto, can be 
argued as related to the Glashaus. Likewise, the Salle des Glaces ou Salle des Illusions’ 
regular hexagonal plan and arched walls, wondrous ’metallic lacework’ Moorish 
domed roof, numerous coloured electrical lighting effects and chandeliers, octagonal 
oculus, and staircases – could be proposed as an uncannily similar precursor to the 
Glashaus. However, it was the Palais Lumineux that best mirrored the Glashaus. In this 
building most of the features of the Glashaus were evident like the distinct upper and 
lower portions, glazing in a myriad of forms, staircases, and a fountain. 
 This reasoning demonstrates that Taut’s Glashaus built upon existing 
practices and precedents as they were imaginatively conceived and elaborately 
constructed at these international exhibitions.  
 
Frederick Keppler’s role on behalf of the Luxfer Prism Company 
In ‘Die Galoschen des Glücks’ Taut mentions a ‘man’ that introduced him to the 
Victoria regia and had the ability to conceive sparkling, dreamlike houses. A 
conventional understanding of the Glashaus would immediately assume that this 
‘man’ is Paul Scheerbart. However, it is also possible that this ‘man’ could be 
somebody else. Apart from the precedents offered by the Paris and Chicago Fairs, a 
more direct connection between grand exhibition architecture and the Luxfer 
Glashaus may also have been provided by the Director of the Deutsche Luxfer 
Prismen Syndikat – Frederick Louis Keppler.  
Born in Germany, Keppler immigrated to the United States in 1878.35 He lived 
in Milwaukee and in Chicago, and in the late 1890s was sent to Germany as a 
representative of the Luxfer Prism Company.36 Keppler was living in Berlin by 
March of 1899.37 In Germany, he listed his occupation as an architect and an 
employee of the Luxfer Prism Company.38 Under his leadership, the German branch 
of Luxfer Prism Company became one of its most successful operations.39 It is likely 
that before his departure for Europe, as well as in the first year after his arrival, 
Keppler was seeking out new business opportunities, making contact with 
established European manufacturers, viewing their product ranges, and learning 
how they marketed their products. Since he lived in Chicago, it is likely that Keppler 
would have visited Chicago’s 1893 World’s Colombian Exposition and seen its 
Moorish Palace and other glass wonders such as the Horticulture Building, Crystal 
Cave and Falconnier Glass pavilions. And since he lived in Europe after 1898, it is 
also feasible that he saw the wonders of the Exposition Universelle of 1900, including 
the Château d’eau; the Salle des Glaces; the Palais Lumineux, as well as the other 
electrical and fantastic attractions of the 1900 Exposition. 
 Keppler’s brief from the Luxfer Prism Company was to introduce the 
company’s products to European consumers. There was a longstanding tradition of 
both American and European glass manufacturers exhibiting their products at trade 
fairs and public exhibitions and Dietrich Neumann has also argued that Luxfer’s 
European branches frequently participated in trade fairs and exhibitions, actively 
seeking the attention of architects. Furthermore, these glass manufacturers’ pavilions 
formed a distinct prototype with domes, staircases and fountains, which best 
showcased the specific character of glass. It is clear that these were all prominent 
elements, previously used in exposition architecture. It is clear that the distinct 
prototypes of the Luxfer Prism Company, in all probability, evolved directly from 
prior exemplars of exhibition architecture. When considering Keppler’s experiences 
and business aspirations, he appears as a key figure in formulating the Luxfer 
prototype and may have defined the brief that provided Taut with the generic 
requirements for the Glashaus of 1914. That brief would have included the 
requirement for a ‘stand-alone’ pavilion building that: had a glazed dome; used 
Luxfer products as the main building product; showcased Luxfer products in the 
best possible manner; had two distinct portions i.e. an upper glazed, brightly lit 
portion and lower, darkly lit portion; was enhanced through the use of electric 
lighting that showcased the building at night; had a structurally expressive dome; 
and the building should contain staircases, fountain, cascade and a kaleidoscope.  
And so it can be concluded that the Glashaus followed a precedent, if not an 
established prototype. More importantly, the Glashaus, far from being ‘captivating in 
its individuality and completeness’,40 was rather forcefully prescribed, and followed 
marketing strategies conditioned in part by practices set in motion at international 
exhibitions for glass manufacturers’ displays of the period.  
 
Imitating the Gothic  
A third important influence on Taut’s design for the Glashaus appears to have 
been a Gothic proportioning system. According to Robin Rehm, Taut acquired 
a copy of Hendrik Berlage’s 1908 book Grundlagen und Entwicklungen der 
Architektur (Foundations and Development of Architecture) in 1910. In this book, 
Berlage proposed that Gothic proportioning was based on multiples of the 
square root of two. Taut drew over an image in his own copy of the book. 
This original image showed an isosceles triangle that derived from a system 
of squares, which were proportioned according to the square root of two, i.e. 
1.41421356. The resultant illustration was a conceptual elevation of Taut’s 
1913 Monument des Eisens.41 Even before the construction of the Glashaus, Taut 
was interested in refining his designs using a proportioning system.  
 The most obvious aspect of the plan of the Glashaus was its central planning, 
expressed as a number of concentric circles. On the plan that Taut and Hoffmann 
submitted to the Cologne City Authorities, dated 25 February 1914, some of these 
concentric circles had unusual overall dimensions; i.e. these dimensions are correct 
to within one centimetre. For instance, the outer dimension of the fourteen-column 
base that supported the Glashaus dome was 11.06 metres, and the inner wall that 
surrounded the staircases had an inside diameter of 5.78 metres. However, these 
unusual dimensions contrast with other dimensions that can be considered as 
conventional. For instance, the overall dimension of the flared concrete base that 
surrounded the Glashaus was 15.5 metres, and the outer dimension of the head of the 
fountain was 2.8 metres.  
 The origin of the 11.06 metre dimension of the Glashaus dome could 
conceivably be derived from the glasshouses of the Victoria regia. The Belgium 
Victoria regia glasshouse, where Victoria regia first bloomed in 1850, had an outside 
diameter of 11.03 metres; while Joseph Paxton’s Victoria regia glasshouse had a 
central tank that was 33 feet, or 10.06 metres, in diameter. However, the other 
dimensions of the Glashaus cannot be explained in a similar manner, and it is worth 
examining whether Taut applied Berlage’s proportioning system to the Glashaus. 
Taking the dimension of the flared concrete base that surrounded the Glashaus 
as a starting point, a square with a width and height of 15.5 metres was constructed. 
A second square with identical dimensions was then added. This second square was 
rotated 45 degrees along the intersection of the first square’s diagonals. An isosceles 
triangle was then inscribed over these two squares; producing its base from the 
lower edge of the first square and its height by the most-distant angle of the second 
square.  This process was then repeated to produce a total of four triangles, with 
their bases either parallel or at 90 degrees to the first. By connecting the corners of 
the two squares, a regular eight-sided polygon was then constructed. A circle was 
additionally inscribed over the two squares and the polygon; using the intersection 
of the squares’ diagonals as its centre. This resultant circle thus also had a diameter 
of 21.92 metres, i.e. 15.5 multiplied by the square root of two. This final figure can be 
considered as the initial ‘geometric seed’. This initial ‘geometric seed’ was then 
scaled according to the square root of two, or 1.41421356 [6]. This produced a series 
of proportional ‘seeds’ that are listed according to the diameter of their associated 
circles: 0.685, 0.969, 1.370, 1.937, 2.740, 3.875, 5.480, 7.750, 10.960, 15.500, 21.920 
metres, etc.  
When this final diagram is overlaid and centred on the plan of the Glashaus, 
numerous similarities are immediately apparent. The most obvious of these is the 
almost exact convergence of ‘geometric seed’ circles with the concentric circles of the 
Glashaus plan [7]. In certain instances where the circular arrangement of the plan 
does not coincide with the circles of the scaled ‘geometric seeds’, another method in 
which a circle that intersected with the meeting points between the squares and/or 
the triangles was used. Certain other key dimensions can likewise be determined if 
the origin of the ‘geometric seed’ is moved up and down on the Glashaus plan; so 
that its ‘seed’ is centred on the intersections of the squares and circles, rather than its 
centre. Likewise, when the scaled ‘geometric seeds’ are placed over both the front 
elevation and the section of the Glashaus, immediate similarities are evident [8].  
Thus, it can be proposed that Taut used the above geometric system to 
proportion the Glashaus. However, it has to be acknowledged that not all the 
dimensions of the scaled ‘geometric seeds’ are an exact fit with the Glashaus’s 
indicated dimensions. This minor discrepancy could in all probability be explained 
in one of two ways: first, Taut’s ratio was not the exact square root of two i.e. 
1.41421356, but was rather closer to 1.4; second, Taut could have used the ratio not in 
a strictly mathematical sense, but rather more as an indicative proportion, gained 
from initial drawings and subsequent scaling of dimensions. This later argument is 
supported by Berlage’s argument that there were significant variances in Gothic 
architecture, due to the fact that dimensions were gained from geometric drawing 
and subsequent scaling, rather than pure mathematics.42 
 To correlate the above argument, ‘Die Galoschen des Glücks’ is again, 
revealing: 
The young couple – standing in front of a cathedral surrounded by people. 
[…] An old man at the doorway (a sort of priest) notices them and takes 
charge of them. He leads them into a side room, in to the library. The room is 
strange and so are the books. The youth takes one down, opens it, leafs through 
it.43 
Could this paragraph be an acknowledgement by Taut that he was introduced to 
knowledge contained in a book, within the context of a cathedral? Might the man 
who led Taut into the library be Hendrik Berlage? 
 
Conclusion  
There are three significant difficulties with the current understanding of the 
Glashaus. The first is that Scheerbart’s role, while important at some point, appears to 
have been subsequently overstated. The second difficulty relates to concerns that the 
Expressionist label applied to the Glashaus is primarily reliant on Behne’s association 
with the project. Third, Taut’s own thoughts and motivations appear to have been 
overlooked in developing this collaborative account of the enterprise.  
Following Banham’s initial provocation, authors like Haag Bletter, Junghanns, 
Speidel and Gutschow have sought to explain the Glashaus origins. Yet, if one takes 
into account the gradual marginalisation of Taut’s own motivations and the 
influences upon him as the architect of the project, as well as the questions raised 
over the level of Scheerbart’s and Behne’s input, the outcome reveals that an analysis 
of the design’s origins remains as important and pressing as ever.  
Although Dietrich Neumann first alluded to the relationship between Bruno 
Taut, as architect, and his client, Frederick Keppler, of the Deutsche Luxfer Prismen 
Syndikat, this important aspect of the commission has not been fully researched. 
From an architectural perspective, it would seem the logical starting point for an 
investigation of the Glashaus origins because almost all architecture has both a 
commissioning client and a designer to creatively develop the brief. Keppler must 
have had certain stipulations for the Glashaus that he would have communicated to 
the architect. It has also been proposed that given these very particular 
requirements, Taut’s design response for the Glashaus was interpretive; that is, it 
only allowed for the ‘artistic clarification’ of the requirements of the brief.  
This paper consequently returns the understanding of the Glashaus to a more 
quotidian architectural framework. It likewise repositions the Glashaus as having 
been more of a commercial endeavour by dissolving some of the prior abstract 
understandings of the Glashaus which have an association with Scheerbart and 
Behne’s Expressionism.  
As such, this paper concludes that the alternative origins of the Glashaus can be 
found in a unique client/architect relationship. Frederick Keppler as the client 
ostensibly dictated a rigorous and predefined prototype for the design of the 
Glashaus. In turn, Taut as the architect developed this prototype into the Glashaus by 
utilising his interpretations of the established precedents of the Victoria regia lily and 
proportioned according to the Gothic norm of using the square root of two.  
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Figure 1: Bruno Taut’s Glashaus. 
 
Figure 2: The Victoria regia lily. 
 
Figure 3: The plan of the Glashaus. 
 




Figure 5: The Palais Lumineux at the 5th Exposition Universelle, Paris. 
 
 
Figure 6: Top, the initial ‘geometric seed’ derived from the base number of 15.5 




Figure 7: Overlaying the scaled ‘geometric seeds’ onto the plan of the Glashaus. 
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